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Abstract

In recent years, the number of devices per household has exponentially increased.
Additionally, Internet traffic surged during the 2020-2021 calendar years due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Both of these occurrences have served as reminders that the
spectrum available for radio frequency (RF) based networking is running thin, as internet service providers had to find creative ways to serve this growth of data demand.
Introduced in 2011 by Dr. Harald Haas, Light Fidelity, or LiFi, offers a suitable supplement to ameliorate this challenge as well as offer faster data rates to consumers.
However, due to the line-of-sight nature of data transmission required by LiFi, path
blockage to the photodetector and natural light obstruction have proven to be significant challenges in commercially implementing the computer network. Hybrid networks have been proposed, serving as a middle ground where the networking load
is balanced between LiFi and WiFi depending on which is available. However, many
challenges exist with this concept, in particular with optimizing the logic so it is worthwhile.
The goal of this thesis is to further develop this field and push LiFi closer to being
commercially practical for the next generation of computer networks. Three lines of
effort are pursued to do so. First, the path blockage problem is mitigated through a
novel rotationally invariant photodetector configuration that allows for significantly
better sensor visibility than previous solutions. Additionally, horizontal handovers
from one LiFi hub to another, as a user moves through a space, is improved via leveraging probabilistic machine learning (ML) and other motion tracking algorithms to
more accurately predict human movement and identify "hot spots." Lastly, a novel
bandwidth aggregation scheme at the physical layer is proposed and preliminarily
evaluated through a simulation to significantly improve data rates when both LiFi and
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WiFi are available.
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Introduction

A piano is a simple acoustic instrument. Most modern pianos have 88 keys, 52 white
and 36 black. When a key is pressed, a small felt-covered hammer hits a string
encased in the piano, each key producing different tones, the frequencies of which
range from 27.5 Hz to 4.19 kHz [47]. Acoustic sensors detect the frequency of sound
waves and if one pressed C2 (65.41 Hz) then C4 (261.63 Hz) [72], the two could be
distinguished. Additionally, it can be established that C2 and C4 represent a binary 0
and 1, respectively. With this setup, one could theoretically send data and establish a
network connection, simply by alternating between pressing C2 and C4. This
theoretical piano-based network can be expanded by including more keys so C1
represents 00, C2 is 01, C3 is 10, and C4 is 11. Naturally, this can grow to include more
keys and therefore send more bits at a time. So, when a pianist plays a beautiful
melody at a concert, they theoretically could also be sending covert messages to
communicate with someone who knows the encoding scheme. In fact, any
phenomenon that can vary in its nature and can be sensed may be used to represent
bits and subsequently send data.
To stream a YouTube video, for example, data must be sent much faster than a few
bits at a time, and this is part of why piano networks are not practical, among many
other downsides. The concept outlined, however, is analogous to how a
Frequency-Shift Keying (FSK) encoding scheme works. This thesis focuses on
furthering the development of a light-based computer network that uses
Amplitude-Shift Keying (ASK), which is analogous to pressing the keys on a piano
with different forces, and Color Shift Keying (CSK), which is similar to playing the
same note with different instruments.
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Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been a significant increase in reliance on
technology as society adjusted to a "work-from-home" environment. Compared to
pre-lockdown, internet services have seen usage spike from 40% up to 100% [28].
While companies were able to handle the surge, this served as a reminder of the
challenges that lie ahead with RF-based computer networks, specifically that of
serving increasingly more devices with higher demands in the Information Age.
According to a study done by [38] of thousands of participants, the average number
of connected devices per UK household has risen from 7.94 to 9.16 in 2018 and 2020,
respectively. Additionally, this exponentially increasing trend is expected to continue
with the projected number of devices per consumer increasing to 15 by 2030 [32].
While advances integrated into 5G-technology are tailored to handle increased
demand due to the rise of IoT devices, the nature of RF-based networking is
inherently limited by the spectrum available and eventually it likely won’t be able to
compensate. As a result, there has been increased interest in the potential of visible
light communication (VLC) based computer networks, as visible light offers nearly
400 THz of unused bandwidth while RF-based networks have around 1,000 times less
spectrum available (closer to 300 GHz) and are highly regulated by the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC). All of this led to the conceptualization and
introduction of LiFi to society in 2011 by Dr. Harald Haas [30]. LiFi has shown great
potential, but still faces significant challenges before becoming commercially feasible,
this thesis strives to solve some of these problems.

1.1

LiFi Background

Philosophically, LiFi is analogous to WiFi, except it uses light instead of radio
frequencies. A reasonable comparison would be that Ethernet is to fiber optics as WiFi
is to LiFi. However, from a technical standpoint, LiFi works somewhat differently
from WiFi and a promising area of research that this thesis builds upon is hybrid
LiFi/WiFi networks. In this section, LiFi will be explained, as well as a hybrid
network configuration.
While the IEEE is working on establishing a global standard for VLC called 802.11bb
14

[12], many different configurations and modulation schemes are possible. The
contributions of this thesis except for chapter 5 are independent of the design
decisions made regarding modulation scheme and multiuser service, so an example
of a typical LiFi system will be explained in this section for general context.
As previously mentioned, any phenomenon that can vary in nature can represent bits.
For LiFi downlink, there are a few common modulation schemes including intensity
modulation (IM), color shift keying (CSK), and metameric modulation (MM). For
each of these, the goal is to maintain constant perceived color and modulate the light
at a rate fast enough such that the human eye cannot detect any change. IM simply
alternates the brightness or intensity of white light. CSK alternates the intensity of
several different colors of light formed into one beam that, to the human eye, is
perceived as white [46]. Lastly, MM extends CSK, using a similar technique but
including optimizations that allow it to be more energy efficient and maintain less
noticeable color/brightness changes in ambient light [15]. For LiFi uplink, either RF
or infrared (IR) is common. RF-based uplink applies similar modulation schemes to
existing WiFi technology, whereas IR uplink typically uses pulse amplitude
modulation with single carrier frequency domain equalisation (PAM-SCFDE)
[21, 48].
Naturally, to send and receive these modulations, devices capable of transmitting and
sensing the different forms of signal are required. LEDs are used to transmit visual
light, and CSK/MM often use a combination of red, green, and blue LEDs. IR emitters
are used for uplink. To receive transmissions, photodetectors (PD) and IR sensors are
used for LEDs and IR emitters, respectively. For example, say a person is on a couch
in their home and wants to watch a YouTube video. Their uplink request is sent via an
IR emitter on their mobile phone, which is received by an IR sensor on the ceiling.
The request is processed and the video is transmitted via MM emitted from a ceiling
light overhead, which is received by a PD on the user’s device. For many users
simultaneously connected to the same LiFi hub, time division multiple access
(TDMA) and space-division multiple access (SDMA) are possible, although
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing access (OFDMA) is the most common
15

multiplexing technique [53, 69]. Figure 1.1 shows a visual of an example LiFi system
in an office.

Figure 1.1: Example of LiFi System in an Office Setting [42].

As of 2017, LiFi’s expected data rate was 100 Gbps [35], 100 times faster than 4G/LTE
Advanced (1 Gbps) and 10 times faster than what is expected of 5G technology (10
Gbps) [59]. However, LiFi requires line-of-sight (LOS) transmission, while RF-based
systems do not. This is an advantage from a security perspective, but it also creates a
significant challenge that has been the focus of a great deal of research in the field.
Specifically, path loss due to blockage of the PD or IR sensor becomes a problem due
to direct blockage (e.g user covers the sensor) and/or increased incidence angle (e.g
user rotates the device). Natural light interference due to the sun is also a concern [2].
As a result, hybrid LiFi/WiFi networks were developed and continue to be a
promising area of research in making LiFi commercially feasible.

Since visible light and RF do not interfere with one another given that they use
entirely different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum, load balancing between
LiFi/WiFi is a natural solution to the path loss problem. A great deal of research
[3, 61, 63, 65, 66, 67, 69, 71] has been conducted into finding ways to transition
between LiFi/WiFi depending on which is available and optimized for best quality of
service (QoS). Figure 1.2 shows an example configuration of a hybrid LiFi/WiFi
network.
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Figure 1.2: Example of LiFi/WiFi Hyrbid Network [66].
In figure 1.2, the room is assumed to be square with 16 lights in a 4x4 configuration.
Each light is considered a LiFi access point (LAP) and there is one WiFi access point
(WAP) in the middle of the room. Additionally, this configuration would contain a
central unit (CU) controlling the system as a whole and allowing the programmer to
implement the logic necessary to switch between LiFi/WiFi access points (AP) in a
sophisticated and optimized manner. A handover between a LAP to another LAP (e.g
the user is walking) is called a horizontal handover (HHO) and a switch between a
LAP to a WAP (e.g the PD is no longer visible due to path loss) is termed a vertical
handover (VHO). To simulate user mobility, the random waypoint (RWP) model is
commonly used. RWP assumes that waypoints are randomly distributed throughout
a space and users move in a straight line from waypoint to waypoint at constant
speed, varying speed, or varying speed with pausing [67]. Furthermore, in [27] the
orientation-based random waypoint (ORWP) model was discussed, which models
rotation angle as a Gaussian random process, accounting for the angle of incidence of
light to the PD due to device rotations.

1.2

Thesis Focus and Contribution

LiFi offers great potential but currently has limitations, specifically path loss due to
blockage and rotations, as well as natural light obstruction. Hybrid networks offer a
middle ground that accounts for these vulnerabilities, but still faces challenges before
it can be commercially implemented. Many papers have addressed these issues as
17

explained in chapter 2, and the academic community has made great progress in
refining and improving this form of network.
This thesis pursues three primary efforts to further develop this field and push LiFi
closer to being commercially practical for next generation Internet connection. The
first two focuses address the issue of path loss. Firstly, VHOs are far more detrimental
to system performance than HHOs, so it is advantageous to minimize their
occurrences. This can be done through increasing sensor visibility through a novel
rotationally invariant (RI) PD/IR emitter configuration. Additionally, as explained in
section 1.1, the RWP and ORWP are standards for simulating user movement and are
the basis upon which a great deal of research was built. However, human movement
is more predictable than random motion, as people have certain tendencies and "hot
spots" exist within a room. It has been proven that performing efficient HHOs is key
to system performance, and these can be done more effectively through predicting
user movement rather than relying on the RWP/ORWP or straight motion model
(SMM). With ML, human tendencies can be learned within each respective space,
tracked by the CU, and leveraged to perform better HHOs. Other tracking algorithms
that identify "hot spots" could also prove effective at accurately modeling human
movement. Lastly, hybrid networks have primarily been used in the past to conduct
load balancing between LiFi and WiFi. This means only one form of network is used
at a time, which, while using less energy, does not leverage the full capabilities of the
system. A great deal of research has been conducted into performing bandwidth
aggregation (BWA) between WiFi and broadband cellular networks, and the same
concept can be applied to hybrid networks to take advantage of cases where both LiFi
and WiFi are available. Furthermore, to the author’s knowledge, there has been no
previous research into BWA at the physical layer (BWAPL). With increased focus on
synchronization between LiFi and WiFi signals, this can be achieved and significant
improvements in data rate are possible due to increasing the number of modulation
levels.
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 covers related works
and previous research. Chapter 3 includes the methodology of the first idea presented
18

in this thesis on a RI PD/IR emitter configuration, Chapter 4 focuses on using ML and
other tracking algorithms to better predict user movement for handovers, and chapter
5 discuses LiFi/WiFi BWAPL. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and offers suggestions
and opportunities for future research, although future works will be discussed
throughout the thesis as well.
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Related Works

The invention of hybrid LiFi/WiFi networks are an essential development to this
research, as all contributions of this thesis build upon its structure. [63] wrote one of
the early papers on hybrid networks, describing a load balanced system between
LiFi/WiFi that selects one or the other based on blockage of the PD. However, this
paper did not account for user movement, and later research by [69] established a
basis for realistic indoor hybrid networks accounting for both rotation and
translation. [67] explored static load balancing, assigning users up front to either LiFi,
WiFi, or both based on their visibility. Additionally, [8] studied strictly using LiFi for
downlink and WiFi for uplink. Lastly, [21] focused on using IR for uplink, which, as
described in the introduction, is the standard assumed network that will be discussed
later in this thesis.
The contributions of this thesis are threefold: (1) improve PD/IR emitter visibility
through implementing a RI configuration (2) improve handovers by better predicting
user movement using ML and other motion prediction algorithms (3) increase data
rates in situations where both LiFi and WiFi are available through BWAPL. While,
based on the author’s extensive literature search, these ideas are novel, many related
works have inspired them or work in conjunction. The next three paragraphs cover
related works for each respective idea in the order listed above.
[26, 40, 53, 58] studied the impact of device orientation on network performance.
These papers will be used as benchmarks on path loss due to sensor visibility when
discussing the improvements of a RI sensor. Two omnidirectional PD configurations
were presented in [20, 44] which involve placing sensors on multiple faces of the
device so that it will maintain visibility regardless of rotations. However, [26, 53, 63]
20

proved that greater angles of incidence lead to worse network performance. While
this idea solves the issue of having no sensor visibility in scenarios where the device is
facing down, for example, it still will experience path loss due to angles where light is
between two sensors and neither sensor has enough visibility to yield a high quality
data rate. These papers served as inspiration for developing a novel configuration
where the PD was free to rotate about 3 axes so it maximizes light visibility in all cases
possible.

In [65], a handover skipping technique is discussed to optimize HHOs. Based on
reference signal received power from a device that is received and the rate of change
of the signal, the AP the user is moving towards is predicted. To predict future user
motion, the SMM is assumed, which is a naive assumption and motion can be
predicted in a more nuanced manner using ML. In this thesis, the goal is to generalize
this concept, as human movement is often erratic. When walking from the kitchen to
the couch, for example, it is unlikely that the individual maintains a constant velocity,
and naturally when they sit on the couch, their velocity will stop. By using
probabilistic ML or similar movement prediction algorithms, it is possible to learn
tendencies in a room rather than predicting without considering prior knowledge. In
[66], VHOs and HHOs are explored in a mobility-aware model where users are
statically assigned up front to strictly LiFi or WiFi, or a hybrid of the two to load
balance. [7] used deep learning (DL) to predict a device’s current position based on
received signal from IR uplink. While [7] was able to achieve excellent accuracy (18
cm) that challenges current state-of-the-art indoor positioning systems (IPS), to
improve the hybrid network as a whole it is essential to predict where a user is going
rather than where they are, although knowing one’s current position can be used as
input to a predictor system on user trajectory. [49] used LiFi to develop an IPS to very
accurately determine user equipment (UE) position as well. A few papers have used
ML to perform optimal load balancing. [61] used a form of reinforcement learning
(RL) called multi-armed bandit to do AP assignment based on an objective of
maximizing overall throughput for users being serviced. Similarly, [3] used RL for AP
assignment with a reward function focused on average network throughput, user
21

satisfaction, fairness and outage performance. While these papers achieved
reasonable success, it is theorized that different room configurations lead to people
moving throughout those rooms in predictable manners and the formation of "hot
spots." So, if a ML algorithm was trained on user position over time, it is believed that
a more successful hybrid network can be achieved based on performing sophisticated
AP assignment. Neural Networks and other non-ML related algorithms are also
believed to be good candidates for tracking human movement and will be
discussed.
While BWA remains largely unexplored in a hybrid LiFi/WiFi network, many papers
in the past have studied it regarding broadband cellular networks and WiFi, when
both are available. In [33, 43, 50, 70], BWA at the transport layer was considered
involving 3G and WiFi. After 4G became widespread, [5] did the same for 4G and
WiFi. [25] researched multipath TCP for smart mobile devices on software defined
networks. BWA has been explored at the network/IP layer as well, typically requiring
the use of proxy servers to aggregate signals [1, 23, 24, 29]. Additionally, at the data
link layer, link aggregation solutions have been developed, typically in the context of
web or mail servers [16, 17, 18, 19]. The closest research to this idea was by [8, 55, 71],
who studied multipath TCP for LiFi and WiFi. When both are available, BWA at the
transport layer is performed, and if LiFi signal drops, the system falls back on WiFi.
To the author’s knowledge, no prior research has been done into BWAPL for any kind
of network including hybrid LiFi/WiFi networks. Furthermore, it is theorized that
this could significantly increase modulation options, increasing the number of bits
that can be sent at a time and subsequently the data rate as well.
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Rotationally Invariant PD/IR Emitter

Concept Formation

As established in section 1.1, a typical LiFi system uses MM with visible light
downlink to a device and IR uplink. For the purposes of this thesis, a common indoor
scenario will be considered where LAP’s are the overhead ceiling lights (LEDs) in a
room. Naturally, these lights are statically placed and their beam will be focused
orthogonally to the floor, but spread at the half-power semiangle which will be
discussed in more detail in this chapter. While numerous devices can connect to LiFi,
the focus will be on mobile phones, as their orientation is far more dynamic than
other devices such as laptops, smart tvs, or smart speakers (e.g Alexa). Due to the
small size of mobile phones, society’s heavy reliance on them, and their being held in
different orientations, cellular devices are believed to be one of the more difficult
devices to load balance in a hybrid network. To support the standard indoor scenario
described, mobile devices, henceforth referred to as User Equipment (UE), will
require an IR emitter and a PD to handle uplink and downlink, respectively. Most
papers assumed that UE always faces upwards towards the LAP for simplicity, but in
reality this is a bad assumption; to make LiFi more commercially practical, variations
in orientation must be considered. In this chapter, it will be demonstrated by
reviewing the work of [26, 40, 53, 58] that it is ideal to have maximum visibility
between the IR emitter/PD on the UE and the LAP and this can be achieved through
a novel RI configuration.
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3.2

Detailed System Configuration

In this indoor scenario, it is assumed that LED lights are statically placed on the
ceiling and face vertically downward. Additionally, it is assumed that no reflective
objects in the room distort the propagation of light and that the LED follows the
Lambertian radiation pattern. The LAP and UE positions are given by ( x a , y a , z a ) and

( xu , yu , zu ), respectively, and d simply gives the Euclidean distance between AP and
UE. Figure 3.1 helps visualize the scenario and shows some important variables that
will be discussed.

Figure 3.1: Indoor LiFi Configuration [26].
ntx and nu give the normal vectors to the LED and UE, respectively, and will be used
as references for other key variables. ϕ is the angle between ntx and ( xu , yu , zu ),
known as the incidence angle. Furthermore, ψ represents the radiance angle with
respect to the normal vector nu . Φ1/2 essentially describes the propagation coverage
of a LAP and is known as the semiangle at half power, which is the angle at which the
luminous intensity is half the axial intensity. In figure 3.1, θ gives the pitch of the UE,
although rotation angles are more clearly shown in figure 3.2. With these terms in
mind, the direct current (DC) gain between the AP and UE is expressed by the
following equation as derived in [26]:

H=

(m + 1) A PD g f hm cos(ψ)
ψ
rect
(
)
ψc
2πdm+2
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(1)

where m, also known as the Lambertian order, is equal to

−1
,
log2 (cos(Φ1/2 ))

A PD is the

area of the PD, g f is the gain of the optical concentrator based on the refractive index
(S) and the UE field of view (FOV) (Φc ), and h is the vertical distance between the AP
and UE [26].
It is essential to establish a basis for UE rotations as well, as that most often leads to
path loss. Assuming that the coordinate system is set up as shown in figure 3.2 (a), the
y-axis is in the direction of the length of the phone, the x is the direction of the width,
and the z is orthogonal to the device’s screen plane.

Figure 3.2: UE Rotations (a) Standard Unrotated Position (b) Rotation about the z-axis
of Angle α (yaw) (c) Rotation about the x-axis of Angle β (pitch) (d) Rotation about the
y-axis of Angle γ (roll) [26].
As shown in figure 3.2, rotations can occur about three axes. A rotation about x is
called pitch and denoted as β or in spherical coordinates as θ. Yaw is a rotation about
z and is denoted as α. Lastly, roll is a rotation about y and expressed as γ. To calculate
′

nu , or the normal vector to the UE after a rotation, a matrix multiplication is done
between R, the rotation matrix (R = Rα R β Rγ ), and nu [26]. ω represents the angle
between the absolute positive x-axis and the direction of the phone. This variable is
extended to better represent the direction the user is facing as Ω, which equals ω + π.
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It was shown in [26, 51, 57] that θ follows a Laplace distribution where the mean user
angle is 41◦ sitting and 30◦ standing. Additionally, it was determined that Ω follows a
uniform distribution.

3.3

Ideal UE Orientation

In [26], it was proven that having UE optimally tilted towards the AP has a significant
impact on channel gain and bit error rate (BER). To prove this, a scenario was set up
where four users were placed in different locations in a room with one AP that was
central. Each user had a fixed Ω of 45◦ and FOV of ψc = 90◦ . Based on changing the
pitch θ of UE, DC channel gain described by equation (1) changes based on the user’s
location given by ( xu , yu , zu ). Figure 3.3 shows both channel gain based on different
user locations as θ varies, as well as the experimental configuration.

Figure 3.3: Experimental Configuration Given by Interior Figure and LOS Channel
Gain Based on Variations in θ Shown in Outer Plot [26].
Considering figure 3.3, it makes sense that channel gain drops off for L4 and L5 as θ
increases because all users are facing Ω = 45. So, L1 and L2 essentially have their
backs to the light and as they tilt their phones towards their body, naturally the PD
more directly faces the AP at L3 . The opposite is true for the other two users who are
facing the AP and tilt their phones away from it, towards their body. On the other
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hand, if L4 and L5 tilted their devices to negative θ angles, channel gain would
increase.
Furthermore, if θ and all other variables are held constant and Ω is varied, figure 3.4
shows the change in channel gain for all values from 0◦ -360◦ . θ is set to 41◦ (dashed
line), as that is the mean angle for sitting [51, 57], and θth , which is the threshold yaw,
or maximum angle that will always have non-zero gain regardless of variations in Ω.
ψc is held at 90◦ .

Figure 3.4: Variation in Channel Gain Due to Changes in Ω; Dashed Line Shows θ =
41◦ , Solid Line Shows θ = θth [26].
It is clear from figure 3.4 that channel gain is heavily influenced by changes in Ω, as
well as θ. For θ = 41◦ when channel gain goes to 0 between ∼ 170◦ and ∼ 275◦ in L1 ,
for example, this situation would be one where hybrid networks become useful. In a
load balanced configuration such as the one explained in [69], when the gain drops
below a certain value to the point where BER is too high and data rates are too low,
the UE would be switched from LiFi to WiFi. Similarly, when channel blockage rises
above acceptable levels again, they could be switched back to LiFi, if the system
configuration allows for it.
Adding multiple LAP’s solves many issues with channel gain dropping to 0 at certain
angles. Consider the inner figure of figure 3.3 showing the experimental
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configuration. The user at L4 can be visualized as tilting their device towards their
body and, as shown by the red line in figure 3.3, this quickly leads to channel gain
dropping off. However, say the setup shown is just the first quadrant of a room with
origin at the current value of (-4,-4) and each other quadrant was identical to the
displayed one. This would mean there are now four LAP’s and as the angle of θ
increases and channel gain drops, a HHO could be performed with another LAP
behind the user in accordance with [65] (although [65] used reference signal received
power to indicate when handovers were necessary), keeping them connected via LiFi.
Of course this will still be an issue with the outer edges of the room, and that
challenge is addressed by the novel RI sensor configuration presented in section
3.4.
There are two essential behaviors that are clear from figure 3.3 and 3.4 that both
inspired the idea presented in section 3.4 and prove its validity. First, the fact that
each variation in angle had some maximum shows that there is an ideal PD angle for
each configuration. Secondly, the existence of θth is crucial, as it demonstrates that
there is some angle such that channel gain will never be 0, assuming constant roll.
These two phenomena should be kept in mind as the novel RI sensor configuration is
discussed in the next section.

3.4

Proposed Rotationally Invariant Configuration

In section 3.3, it was proven that there is an ideal angle for the PD for each UE
configuration. A UE configuration is defined as the combination of all variables (roll,
pitch, yaw, 3D position, Ω) describing exactly where the device is. At this ideal angle,
the device receives best QoS and in the load balancing scheme, LiFi will be more
available, which is advantageous since it offers more bandwidth, yielding better data
rates and allowing more devices to share a network. Given an ideal angle for each UE
configuration exists and previous works have shown that the UE configuration can be
determined very accurately [11, 26, 49, 61], the problem is now clear: how can it be
ensured that the PD and IR emitter have maximum visibility and are positioned in
these ideal angles?
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As mentioned in chapter 2, previous works have looked into this. Managing
handover skipping [65, 66] for HHOs was a crucial development and it is very useful
to handover to more visible LAPs if they are available in cases like where L4 in figure
3.3 tilts their device towards their body. Rather than staying connected to the AP at
L3 , where their gain significantly dropped, it would be ideal to switch to an AP
behind the user, if it exists. However, HHOs are more expensive (concerning latency)
than staying connected to the same AP [65, 66]. Furthermore, VHOs are more
expensive than HHOs, and [65, 66] proved that minimizing handovers is optimal. So,
while the work on handover skipping has been useful, as algorithms were developed
to minimize VHOs and optimize HHOs, it still remains advantageous to perform
fewer handovers in general, assuming QoS remains high. This technology has already
been developed, so the original question then becomes more specific: how can it be
ensured that the PD and IR emitter have maximum visibility and are positioned in
these ideal angles, while minimizing the number of handovers required?
Previous approaches found to this problem regarding physical sensor configuration
were by [20, 44], where PDs were placed on multiple faces of the device so that signal
could be received regardless of device rotations. The problem with this idea is that
when the device is rotated partially between faces, neither PD will detect modulations
very well. It was proven in [26, 53, 63] that these greater angles of incidence lead to
path loss and are less ideal than a particular optimal angle. It also requires more
complexity to coordinate received signals from multiple PDs.
Instead, it is proposed that one single PD and IR emitter are used and they are
configured on a three gimbal system, thus allowing the system to freely rotate in three
dimensions. This configuration, similar to a gyroscope, has three rings, each of which
are orthogonal to the other ring planes. On the innermost ring is a disk that has the
PD and IR emitter positioned on top, such that it will be parallel to the plane of the
LAP. However, rather than relying on the law of conservation of angular momentum,
which keeps the disk oriented in this manner like a gyroscope, a counterweight is
used. This mechanism allows the disk and subsequently the sensor/emitter to
quickly return to its desired position (this will be quantified soon), but without the
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additional power requirement and variance in performance (if the rotation axis is ever
even slightly offset due to natural human movement) that maintaining a perpetually
spinning physical disk does. Furthermore, this configuration ensures that regardless
of rotations in the device-except for two very unlikely situations that will be
discussed soon-the PD/IR emitter will always be oriented vertically upwards after
some delay which will be shown to be insignificant. While the previous section
proved that vertically upward orientations are not always optimal such as if one is in
position L4 in figure 3.3, it has been proven in [26] and is trivial to conclude that when
a device is rotated from any position, it is ideal to have the sensor facing upwards
towards where all APs are rather than away from the APs. In section 3.5 more
advanced mechanisms will be discussed that ensure optimal angles at all times and
are an area for future research.

The RI system will now be explained in detail and the physics behind its
implementation will be quantified. Figure 3.5 shows a visualization of the proposed
design on a phone, and figure 3.6 illustrates a close up view of the three gimbal
system.

Figure 3.5: RI Sensor Configuration on a Cellular Device.
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Figure 3.6: Enhanced RI Three Gimbal PD/IR Emitter Configuration.
For the purposes of this chapter, a cellular device will continue to be referred to as UE
and will be shown in CAD sketches, although a similar approach could be used for
other devices and would have the same physics. Figure 3.5 shows UE with a small,
transparent casing extending off the the front of the device encasing a three gimbal
system as shown in figure 3.6. Details such as the wiring necessary for the PD/IR
emitter and the mounting of the system are omitted for clarity and are left as an
engineering problem for future research, should this idea be adapted. They are
important to note, however, as they are critical in making the configuration effective
and practical. Furthermore, this setup is only one option for mounting the RI system.
It is important, though, that the system is mounted in such a way that it is not
obstructed by the device. It is necessary to note that the rings surrounding the disk
could block the PD/IR emitter; thus, in a practical implementation, they should be
thinner than in the CAD sketch in figure 3.6.
As previously mentioned, the system contains three rings, each of which is
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orthogonal to the other two rings. Moving towards the center, each successive ring is
slightly smaller in diameter (this is not visible in figure 3.6), and they are connected
via gimbals. A pole goes through the innermost ring and is connected to the ring at
opposite ends of the circle. On this pole are two cylinders stacked on top of one
another, the bottom of which has more mass. A PD and IR emitter are mounted on
top of the upper cylinder, facing vertically upwards.
This three ring system was chosen, as it allows for rotations about the x-, y-, or z-axis
without changing the innermost ring’s angle, although this is dependent on the
coefficient of static and kinetic friction of the gimbals. Additionally, a heavier cylinder
was placed under a lighter cylinder, opposite the sensors, so acceleration due to
gravity would always make the configuration seek a position where the heavy
cylinder was facing down and the sensors were subsequently facing up. Figure 3.7
describes the effectiveness of this design in relation to the rotation of UE about the
y-axis (roll).

Figure 3.7: Rotation about the y-axis of UE by γ = 45◦ .
Several assumptions about this system are important to specify. First, it is assumed
that the system begins at rest, meaning there are no oscillations in the RI system and
the device begins with 0 velocity. Torque (τ) is then applied by physically rotating the
UE as shown in figure 3.7, for example. Rotations about the z-axis (yaw) do not affect
PD/IR visibility, as these simply involve spinning the device while keeping it parallel
to the ground and LAP, and will not be further discussed. Each inner ring is
connected at two points (the gimbals) with the adjacent ring to it and these
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connections are assumed to evenly distribute the weight of that ring. Lastly, rotations
are assumed to be two dimensional, purely about the x (pitch) or the y (roll). In
reality, depending on the system, rotations could be considered decoupled, meaning
the rings of the system rotate independent of one another, or coupled (dependent).
However, assuming they are coupled goes beyond the scope of this thesis and
requires higher order differential equations to describe the motion due to the
non-linearity of the relationship, as the torque due to gravity opposing the torque due
to friction (due to human rotation) changes over time. As such, the relationship
between rings are assumed to be independent of one another, so the time to return to
equilibrium (TTRE) with a rotation equals the max of the TTRE for each axis. So, a
rotation purely about the x or the y would focus all torque in one direction, as the
torque is given by equation 2.
τ = rF ∗ sin(θ )

(2)

θ describes the angle between the radius vector and the force vector, so to achieve
maximum torque, sin(θ ) must equal 1, which is only the case for pure rotations about
an axis. Regardless of the torque applied to the gimbals leading to rotation in the
inner cylinder, the key metric is TTRE, as this influences whether or not a VHO takes
place and this will be analyzed for all possible angles.
For the purposes of this thesis, the following situation is considered: UE is rotated
about the x or the y with some torque τ. Based on the friction in the gimbals, the inner
ring with the cylinders rotates to some angle θ, thus offsetting the PD/IR emitter.
After coming to rest due to the opposing force of torque due to gravity, the weight of
the lower cylinder causes the inner ring to rotate back to a position where the sensors
are parallel to the AP plane. The inner ring will oscillate as it returns to this position,
which can be arrested through several methods. Then, the system returns to rest with
the PD/IR emitter facing vertically upwards again.
In figure 3.7, a torque is applied to the UE, rotating it from rest about the y-axis by 45◦ .
This scenario can be broken up into three parts from a physics standpoint. The first
component of the problem encompasses how far offset the ring and subsequently the
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PD/IR will be. This section takes place from the time the system is initially at rest
(τ = 0) until the torque on the system is again 0 when the ring stops rotating at its
apex at 45◦ . The second part of the problem involves the time the ring takes to return
to its starting position from 45◦ due to the force of gravity on the heavier, lower
cylinder attached to the inner ring. This takes place from the time the last part of the
problem left off until the device returns to facing vertically upwards. However, this
return will include oscillations so the final component of the problem requires that the
system be arrested in the intended position to stop these oscillations and more
quickly return the PD/IR emitter to an upwards-facing configuration.
In a theoretically ideal scenario, the gimbals would be perfectly frictionless, and there
would be no offset due to rotations in the UE whatsoever. However, in practicality
this is not the case, although modern gimbals have very low coefficients of friction.
The offset angle of the innermost ring, which is the primary consideration as this
determines the PD/IR visibility through rotations, is based on two opposing torques
in this rolling problem: the torque due to friction from the physical rotation of UE and
the torque due to gravity opposing this motion. These forces are variant over time, as
torque due to friction is strongest initially and decreases as torque due to gravity
increases, until the two are equal and net torque is 0. At this point, the ring will be at
rest at its apex as shown in figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Enhanced View of RI System After Rotation about the y-axis of UE by γ =
45◦ .
As mentioned, the torques acting on the system vary over time and their derivations
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are beyond the scope of this thesis. However, for the purposes of evaluation of the
system performance and its impact on VHOs, a very conservative assumption is
made that the coefficient of static friction is never overcome and the angle the inner
ring rotates to equals the angle that UE was rotated. This is an extremely safe
assumption, as modern gimbal technology is far better than this, so it is important to
remember that the analysis on part two of this problem hinges on a worst case
assumption and in reality the system should significantly outperform these metrics.
So, after a roll of 45◦ of the UE, the inner ring is also assumed to be offset by 45◦ .
Once the motion of the ring has stopped and the torque is 0, part two of the problem
is essentially a pendulum problem. In this case, perfectly frictionless gimbals are not
ideal, as frictionlessness leads to greater periods of the pendulum. So, for simplicity
and to be conservative, another worst case assumption is made: assuming that the
gimbals are perfectly frictionless. It was previously mentioned that the ring would
oscillate after the offset in the first part of the problem, only slowing due to friction.
This gave rise to the third part of the problem requiring that the ring be arrested in the
position where its PD/IR emitter are facing vertically upwards. For this thesis, it is
assumed that the arresting mechanism in part three of the problem is effective enough
that the TTRE is

1
4

of the pendulum’s period, as any oscillations after arresting will be

negligible and not affect PD/IR visibility. Section 3.5 will discuss the many ways that
the system can be arrested.
The most important metric in this scenario is TTRE, as it influences whether or not a
VHO takes place based on the time that the PD/IR emitter are not visible to the AP.
As discussed, part two of the problem is a simple pendulum where the length of the
pendulum (L) is defined by the distance from the fixed rotation axis (where the
frictionless gimbals are) to the center of mass of the pendulum. In this case, the
system can be treated as a point mass and the location of the point can be determined
based on the equation for center of mass given by equation 3.

ycm =

m1 y1 + m2 y2
m1 + m2
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(3)

In this equation, ycm is the position of the center of mass in centimeters, m1 and m2 are
the masses of the bottom cylinder and top cylinder, respectively, and y1 and y2 are the
positions of the center of mass of the bottom cylinder and top cylinder, respectively.
For a simple pendulum at small angles, equation 4 approximates the period of the
pendulum.

s
To = 2π

L
g

(4)

In equation 4, g is the gravitational constant, which is approximately 9.81 sm2 (981 cm
).
s2
However, this equation has significant error at greater angles, which are certainly
possible in this scenario, so an extension of this equation (equation 5) as derived in
[41, 45] is used to approximate TTRE. Note that the equation is divided by two due to
the combination of arresting, as well as time to offset the system due to initial torque.
Since only a quarter of a period occurs given the assumption that the ring is arrested
the first time it passes through its intended equilibrium point, the equation is divided
by four. It is then multiplied by two because TTRE must also account for the time it
took for the ring to be offset to the position where net torque is 0 based on initial UE
rotation. A worst case estimation is that it will take the exact same amount of time it
takes for the system to do

1
4

of a period so TTRE is approximately equal to half of a

period of the pendulum.

TTRE =

To sin(θ ) − 3
(
) 8
2
θ

(5)

In equation 5, θ is the maximum angle that the ring reaches, relative to where it began
at rest. While equation 5 is a much better approximation than equation 4, it still has
some error and table 3.1 gives the inaccuracies of the two equations.

Equation #
Equation 4
Equation 5

20◦

θ<
< 1%
< 0.1%

Percent Error
≤ θ < 40◦
40◦ ≤ θ < 70◦
< 3%
< 10%
< 0.1%
< 0.1%
20◦

70◦ ≤ θ < 90◦
> 10%
< 0.4%

Table 3.1: Percent Error of Simple Pendulum Small Angle Oscillation Equation [54] vs
Approximation Given by eqn. 6 [41, 45].
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In order to calculate the TTRE for the case given by figure 3.8, some constants must be
assigned. For this calculation, it will be assumed that m1 = 0.25kg and m2 = 1.00kg
and that the PD and IR emitter are massless. The cylinders are assumed to be perfect
right cylinders, so the center of mass of each of them is their centroid. The y-axis is
assigned to the centroid of the top cylinder, so that position y1 = 0. Each cylinder is
assigned a height of 2 cm, so the position of the bottom cylinder is y2 = −2, or 2 as
.
long as the direction is kept in mind. As previously stated, θ = 45◦ and g = 981 cm
s2
Using these numbers, it is determined that ycm , the center of mass of the point mass
described by the combination of the two cylinders, is at y = 1.6cm, which is 1.6 cm
below the line formed by connecting the two gimbals, or the pivot point. This value
equals L and is subsequently applied to equation 5. From this it is determined that the
TTRE for a UE rotation of 45◦ is 0.1320 seconds ± 0.00013 seconds. Figure 3.9 plots the
TTRE with the previously stated assumptions based on different θ’s ranging from
0◦ -179◦ .

Figure 3.9: TTRE for Different θ’s in Range 0◦ -179◦ .

Figure 3.9 shows that TTRE is quite small for most rotations, and as expressed
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previously, assuming the coefficient of static friction is never broken and the angle of
ring rotation equals the angle of UE rotation are worst case assumptions, TTRE would
likely be better for most cases. It is worth noting that θ = 180◦ was omitted from the
plot, as TTRE = ∞ for θ = 180◦ . This is one of the two cases mentioned previously
where this system falls short. For θ to equal 180◦ , however, the user would have to
rotate their UE in such a way that the bottom cylinder would perfectly balance on top
of the top cylinder upside down. While this is theoretically possible, it is essentially
impossible in practice and is not a reasonable concern. The other case where the RI
system would fail to be effective is if the UE was rotated about the x-axis by 90◦ . This
would position the system perfectly under the device, so it would have little to no
visibility, depending on the position of the AP. This device position looks as shown in
figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: Potential RI Failure Case of 90◦ Rotation About the x-axis.
While unlikely, it is possible that the user would want to use their UE while doing a
headstand or handstand, but in cases like this where received signal strength
indicator (RSSI) is too low for too long based on TTRE, a simple VHO would take
place as usual [52]. In most cases though, rotations would likely be between 0◦ -90◦ .
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The TTRE for these cases is given by figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11: TTRE for Different θ’s in Range 0◦ -90◦ .
While many different algorithms can determine if a VHO or HHO should occur, this
decision is often made based on the amount of time with poor RSSI, throughput, BER,
or SNR compared to the metrics that would be available should a handover occur
[4, 52, 62, 66, 67, 68]. Since most handover algorithms are dependent on the
performance of other available LiFi/WiFi APs, it cannot be said with absolute
certainty that the TTREs shown in figure 3.11 will be small enough that handovers
will not be necessary without experimentally testing the RI design on a hybrid
network. This is an important area of future research, as it would empirically prove
the effectiveness of the proposed design. However, the papers cited above typically
assume total blockage of the PD, leading to a handover, and the proposed design
would almost never have total blockage (except for the two unlikely edge cases
discussed previously). Furthermore, all of the TTREs for angles 0◦ -∼ 150◦ are less
than ∼ 0.2 seconds, so with this RI system, VHOs would likely not be required. In
cases where the angle is greater than ∼ 165◦ a VHO would take place as usual and the
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user would be serviced by WiFi.

3.5

Ring Arresting (Part 3 of Physics Problem)

It was stated previously that the RI system is assumed to arrest the first time it passes
through its new equilibrium point after a rotation, or after

1
4

of a period. This means

arresting the ring is assumed to be effective enough to stop any significant oscillations
due to the "pendulum problem" part of the scenario. There are many ways this can be
done and it is primarily an engineering design problem rather than a physics or
computer science problem, so while some options will be discussed, the specific
design choice will be left to future work.
One method that could prevent oscillations is magnetic braking. Described by
Faraday’s Law of electromagnetic induction, when metal is placed in a
time-dependent magnetic field, an electrical field is induced and circulating eddy
currents are generated, which dissipate the energy in the metal. Furthermore, if a
metal is moved through a stationary magnetic field these eddy currents will induce a
magnetic drag force, slowing down the motion of the metal based on the Lorentz
force law [64]. If such an environment was created around the metal rings in the
proposed design, the same effect would occur to slow oscillations. This would also
slow the offset due to initial torque, as well as the return to the intended new
equilibrium point. So, the system in general would be more resistant to changes if
magnetic braking is used at all times. However, an important consideration in this
method is that the presence of magnetic fields could impact UE functionality. The
flow of electrons is influenced by magnetic fields, as are other internal magnetic
sensors in the UE. This design would also require that the RI system be surrounded
by these magnets on at least two sides. While transparent magnets do exist, path
blockage or alterations in light propagation are a concern.
Magnetic attraction is another method that could slow oscillations. Envision a
transparent spherical casing with a thin shell, inside of which is a magnet that
surrounds the RI system. This magnet is free to move throughout the shell as the
device is rotated, but its motion is slowed by friction between it and the inner/outer
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layers of the shell. Furthermore, the lower cylinder attached to the pole of the inner
ring is magnetic with the opposite polarity as the magnet inside the shell. This would
cause an attractive force between them. Additionally, due to gravity, the magnet
would seek the lowest possible point, bringing the lower cylinder with it due to their
attractive force. This would also likely slow down the offset due to initial torque, and
would slow or stop oscillations due to the magnetic attraction, depending on the
strength of the magnets. The design would be vulnerable to wear over time due to
friction between the magnet and the shell casing. Additionally, a possible concern is
one of the fail cases of the RI system previously mentioned, where if the magnet is
perfectly balanced on top of the sphere, the force of gravity would not pull it to the
lowest point and therefore it would not slow or stop any oscillations. However, this is
unlikely and would be resolved with any further applied torque on the UE.
Another option is liquid braking. Liquids have the property of conforming to the
shape of their container, and are subject to the force of gravity. If one were to hold a
bottle of water with two fingers at the midpoint of its height on opposite ends, rotate
it to an angle and release, the water would fill the lowest point in the bottle, thus
returning it to its original position. This example is analogous to the idea of braking
with a liquid. If the bottom cylinder is heavier than the top and they are hollow, filled
partially with water, when the ring is offset due to torque applied to the UE, the
weight of the cylinder and the water would cause the system to seek the intended
position where the PD/IR emitter are parallel to the AP plane. Furthermore, because
the water always seeks the lowest point in the cylinder, its oscillations will be slowed
due to the weight of the water pushing against the side of the cylinder opposite the
direction of rotation.
Lastly, friction braking is a possible solution to prevent oscillations. Without using
any sensors or intelligent system, this can be done by increasing the coefficient of
friction on the gimbals at all times. However, while this will slow oscillations faster
than a system with less friction, it will also cause the ring to be further offset.
Additionally, this method would wear at the gimbals over time due to friction and
become less effective, necessitating periodic replacement. On the other hand,
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magnetic and liquid braking only release energy in the form of heat, which is
negligible.
The water braking idea would be feasible from a purely mechanical standpoint,
which is beneficial in minimizing complexity and logic required to make the system
functional. However, magnetic braking, magnetic attraction, and friction braking
could all make use of the UE’s other sensors to more intelligently perform their
function and brake more efficiently. UEs have a built in electrical gyroscope, which
provides feedback to the phone’s CPU. This sensor allows the CPU to determine
rotational motion or changes in orientation, therefore making it aware of these
external torques applied to the UE. So, after a rotation of the UE, the CPU could
determine how far it was rotated or the direction of the ground and communicate
with the braking system to apply one of these three techniques exactly at the intended
equilibrium point in its oscillation, thus stopping it abruptly in the ideal position
where the PD/IR emitter will be parallel to the LAP plane again. While using this
"smart" braking method requires more complexity, it would likely yield better results
and be closer to the assumption in this thesis of stopping any significant oscillations
at

1
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of the period of the pendulum the first pass.

Lastly, with advances in ML and materials science, more versatile PD receivers could
be configured to create a smart PD/IR positioning system or an absorbent mesh
material receiver. These concepts are further explained in appendix A1.1 and A1.2,
respectively.
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Predicting User Movement for Optimal Handovers

In a hybrid WiFi/LiFi network, VHOs and HHOs are required depending on the
availability of those networks. Currently, most papers handle these handovers in a
reactive manner, meaning they do not perform a handover until some metric is
degraded beyond a tolerance, whether it be QoS, RSSI, data rate, etc. However, it is
has been proven in previous works [14, 60] that the movement of humans is
predictable and can be learned using different forms of ML. Additionally, algorithms
that do not require ML could be used to track "hot spots" in a room and identify
common patterns of humans interaction in certain spaces.
In this chapter it will be proven that by predicting human motion in a room,
handovers can be performed in a proactive manner and QoS will be improved. Each
component of the requirements to implement such a system will be explained
individually and proven, then the entire system will be tied together. To implement
such a system, it is required that: (1) data on user position and orientation is available
to serve as input to the algorithm (2) human movement can be predicted accurately
(3) performing proactive handovers will improve QoS.

4.1

Availability of Relevant Data

In order to make any prediction on future UE position and/or orientation, a model
must be trained and input will be required to feed into this model to make predictions
at deployment time. As a result, it is essential that data on UE position and
orientation can be collected with high accuracy. The next few paragraphs describe
different forms of input data and ways it can be collected reliably.
Assuming that the UE is connected to some LAP in a particular room, using the
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signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as input to a deep learning (DL) model can be highly
effective in determining current position and orientation. In [7], x, y, z, α, β, γ were
determined by using SNR as input to a convolutional neural network (CNN) and
multi-layer perceptron (MLP). During an offline phase, a dataset was collected
including received SNR at different APs for the possible positions and orientations of
UE. A CNN was trained on this data and during an online phase, its predictions were
tested against real UE position and orientation. Ultimately, it was found that with a
CNN, user position and orientation could be determined in an average of only 18 ms
with high accuracy (see table 4.1)
Metric
Position (cm)
Yaw α (deg)
Pitch β and
Roll γ (deg)

Avg Error
(LOS)
16.49
11.9
1.42

Avg Error (LOS
+ Non LOS)
10.53
9.07
0.96

Precision
(LOS)
29.8
16.9
3.19

Precision Error (LOS +
Non LOS)
17.15
12.5
2.135

Table 4.1: Performance of CNN in Estimating UE Indoor Position and Orientation [7].

The orientation of UE can be determined independently as well, meaning that no
handshake between the device and AP is needed. In [11], UE orientation was able to
accurately and quickly be determined using sensors that are inherent to the device.
Based on a combination of measurements from the phone’s 3-axis magnetic field
sensor, which outputs roll, pitch, and yaw, the phone’s 3-axis gyroscope, which
determines angular rotations, and the phone’s KR3DM sensor, which measures
accelerations with respect to the phone, [11] was able to mathematically correct for
errors due to magnetic fields and degradation over time to determine the phone’s
α, β, γ with a 6% maximum error.
Several other works such as [9, 37, 49] have studied IPSs and shown that its quite
simple to determine user coordinates in a room with high accuracy.
Both of the works evaluated show that data on the UE’s position and orientation are
readily available, accurate, and could be used as input to an algorithm that is
predictive of future human movements. In section 4.2, more works will be evaluated
that have used similar data collected using laser ranging sensors to make these
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predictions.

4.2

Predicting Human Movement and Tendencies

After collecting data on current UE positions and orientations, a dataset can be
compiled, which can be used to test the hypothesis of humans being predictable in
their indoor moving tendencies. With this prior knowledge, forms of probabilistic ML
and other prediction algorithms can be used to create motion models and will be
shown to predict motion with accuracy.
Many papers that sought to predict human motion were in the context of intelligent
robotics and focused on the importance of learning human behavior to improve
human-robot interactions. While many would surmise that their movements and
decisions are unique and unpredictable, humans make decisions based on intent and
within an indoor environment there are certain "hot spots" that are frequented. While
at any point in time one could be walking and decide to be erratic in their movements
or change their intended destination, similar paths and tendencies are the norm.
Figure 4.1 is a visualization of real recorded data of human motion in an office that
demonstrates this. As evident in the figure, there are common paths and several
clusters of blue that represent "hot spots."
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Figure 4.1: Visualization of Real Recorded Human Motion in an Office Setting [60].

Referencing figure 4.1, it is clear that certain paths are frequently traveled and by
tracking prior data of motion, human tendencies can be learned, even without ML. By
tracking how long individuals spend in each particular "hot spot" and generalizing
frequented paths, at each moment in time at runtime, a probability distribution can be
determined across all possible movements the person could take. For example, say an
individual was in hot spot A and has stood up and takes one step in a direction.
Based on the coordinates thus far, there is a 75% chance that they will move along
path A and a 25% chance they follow path B. As the individual takes more steps, the
probability that they are on one path A will either increase or decrease depending on
whether or not they continue following the generalized path A. Additionally, it is
critical to allow some tolerance of error, as it is clear from figure 4.1 that even if the
destination is the same between two paths, sometimes humans follows slightly
different paths. Furthermore, it is critical to keep in mind that the purpose of this
tracking is ultimately to better perform handovers and improve QoS. In a common
indoor scenario, there likely will not be many LAPs, so perfect tracking of small
nuanced differences in user path are unimportant, as this would not affect whether
they are connected to one AP or another.

Further down the same line of making probabilistic predictions of motion, the priors
generated by tracking motion over time can be leveraged to train a ML model to
accurately predict motion as well. [14] focused on forecasting movement when sensor
visibility of a human is lost in a robotics context. By using a particle filter, [14]
developed a complex motion model that operated under the assumption that
"people’s movements through a space can be represented at a high level as progress
towards one of a finite set of goals." Against a simple but common Brownian motion
predictor, which makes a naive assumption that at each step a person’s motion is
independent of any priors, this algorithm performed quite well and figure 4.2 shows a
comparison of the normalization constants of the two.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of Normalization Constants for Plan-Based Predictor (motion
model) vs Brownian Motion Predictor [14].

[60] followed a similar approach, determining a probability distribution over possible
movements under the assumption that navigational intent dictates motion. Based on
priors and current predicted intended goal and velocity, [60] was able to accurately
predict motion (see figure 4.3). While the accuracy appears low as time increases, it is
actually quite good because the prediction is made for the entire duration at t = 0
seconds and in a real implementation, the prediction would be made at each time step
so the accuracy would be more similar to the leftmost parts of the graph.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of Motion Prediction Accuracy for Probabilistic ML Approach
vs SMM [60].
To further improve accuracy, this paper also accounted for the human’s FOV under
the assumption that people look in the direction they intend to move. In figure 4.4,
this concept is showcased as the blue ’x’ is the person’s current position and the
colored areas extending from it represent most likely directions of motion given the
person’s FOV.

Figure 4.4: Visualization of Human FOV Influence on Weighting of Prediction [60].
A beneficial area of future research is to attempt to predict human movement using
RL. With a reward function focusing on having accurately predicted motion in a
discretized space, it is believed that "hot spots" and frequented paths will be
discovered. Furthermore, an on-policy algorithm is proposed so that Q-values will be
updated based on both the next state and the current policy’s action, given that the
policy likely should depend directly on the action of the human at the current state.
This will also allow it to be deployed initially without any prior training and improve
significantly as more data is gathered.

4.3

Impact of Accurate Movement Prediction on QoS

It has been proven that (1) data on UE position and orientation can be determined
accurately and (2) the future movements of humans can be predicted using this data.
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Lastly, it is critical to prove that performing effective handovers will improve QoS,
which subsequently demonstrates that motion tracking to better perform
"make-before-break" handovers is beneficial.
[65] studied handover skipping for HHOs. This paper focused on scenarios where a
user starts in AP-A area of operation (the area where RSSI is currently greatest) and is
moving in a straight line and passes through AP-B area of operation briefly and
continues into AP-C. Figure 4.5 shows a visualization of this scenario.

Figure 4.5: Visualization of Possible Paths of User; Handover Skipping is Useful for
Path 2 [65].
Rather than transferring them to AP-B, then to AP-C, which is an example of the
"ping pong effect," AP-B can be skipped and the user will directly transition to AP-C.
With this algorithm, [65] found that, compared to standard handover schemes, which
reactively perform handovers when metrics like RSSI degrade beyond a tolerance, this
algorithm reduced handover rates by 29% and improved throughput by 66%.
It is clear from [65] that performing handovers more intelligently and proactively can
significantly improve QoS and system performance as a whole. However, this paper
assumed the SMM, which expects a human to move in a straight line directly from
point A to B. Referencing figure 4.3 from [60], it was shown that through a
probabilistic ML approach, a more accurate prediction of human movement can be
made. Furthermore, if a more accurate model for user motion is created, then it is
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expected that the results of [65] will further improve because in reality humans do not
follow straight paths, especially in the presence of obstacles in a room. This more
accurate model would theoretically perform better in handover skipping and would
allow for non-linear skips as well.

4.4

Discussion

In this chapter, it has been shown that predicting human motion is feasible with the
information and algorithms available, as well as beneficial from a QoS standpoint.
The dataset and model would be stored in the CU, which performs the predictive
algorithm and handover skipping algorithm. It is believed that different people have
somewhat different tendencies in the same space, and it is possible to create a more
personalized predictor. When an individual walks into a room for the first time, some
unique identifier can be stored for them and a dataset can be compiled that learns
exclusively the tendencies of that individual. Then, whenever they enter the room
another time, their identifier is sent to the CU, which applies the model specific to that
individual. While this may be more nuanced and accurate, it will require more
computational complexity, storage space, and has privacy concerns. Instead, it is
proposed that a more generalized model is created for any individual in that
space.
It is important to note that the predictive algorithms explained in section 4.2 only
predicts future coordinates. To the knowledge of the author, no prior research has
been done to predict UE rotations, which is a critical area for future work. It is
believed that UE orientations are also predictable, as people orient themselves in
particular manners depending on their environment (e.g person laying on their back
in bed or sitting up straight at their desk), but this hypothesis must be explored
further.
While no papers have been found that perform "smart handovers" by predicting
future user motion based on priors, papers have used RL to improve load balancing.
[3] explored optimizing AP assignment through RL with a reward function focused
on maximizing long-term system throughput while ensuring user fairness. Similarly,
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[61] used a specific type of RL called multi-armed bandit to perform optimal AP
assignment. Both of these papers published successful results, improving long-term
QoS, and it would be beneficial to use the techniques they describe in conjunction
with the human motion prediction concept explained in this chapter for even better
performance.
Ultimately, this chapter works off of the assumption that data can be collected and
processed at a rate fast enough and that the algorithm is accurate enough that
performing proactive handovers improves QoS. It has been shown in other works [39]
that humans signal movement intent through many components of their body. With
advances in computer vision, it is quite possible to leverage ML algorithms in this
field to further improve prediction accuracy through things like joint and limb
identification and tracking (the movement of these were shown to be key in
identifying motion intent [39]). In this chapter it was shown that tracking and
predicting human motion in an indoor environment could be very beneficial in
performing optimized handovers, but it has yet to be empirically proven and it is
essential that future works tie together the concepts proven individually in sections
4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 to show that the idea as a whole has merit.
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LiFi/WiFi Bandwidth Aggregation at the Physical
Layer

5.1

Introduction

As explained thus far, any phenomena that can vary in nature and can be received by
some sensor can be used as a medium to transmit data, even something as simple as a
piano. In the piano example, a 2-FSK system was described where one key (or
frequency) represents a 0 and another key represents a 1. As more keys on the piano
are used, more bits can be sent simultaneously. In fact, the precise number of bits that
can be represented equals ⌊log2 (k )⌋ where k is the number of keys involved in the
encoding scheme. This can be scaled up, only limited by the number of different
modulations possible and the sensitivity of the sensor, or its ability to distinguish one
key from another. This scaling up process will be referred to as increasing the number
of levels.
As the number of levels are increased, more bits can be sent in the same time period
than another scheme with less levels. The data rate is subsequently increased as well,
which is a crucial metric in computer networks and significantly impacts user
QoS.
Naturally, the goal of increasing the number of levels translates directly to LiFi and
WiFi, where finding ways to increase the number of levels will increase data rates and
therefore is an important area of research. To represent different levels to send bits,
state-of-the-art LiFi uses MM as discussed in chapter 1 and WiFi systems typically use
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), which is essentially a combination of ASK
and phase shift keying (PSK).
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Previous works have researched leveraging multiple forms of networks or
connections when both are available to increase data rate and improve user QoS
through a process called bandwidth aggregation (BWA). Most of the research in this
realm has focused on aggregating signals from WiFi and broadband cellular. BWA can
be done at several levels of the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
(TCP/IP) stack and to the knowledge of the author, prior research has explored BWA
at the data link layer [16, 17, 18, 19], the network layer [1, 23, 24, 29], and the transport
layer [5, 25, 33, 43, 50, 70] for cellular and WiFi. For hybrid LiFi/WiFi networks, only a
few works [8, 55, 71] are known to have studied BWA, all of which were implemented
at the transport layer where the algorithm essentially serves different requests
independently by either LiFi or WiFi, but services requests simultaneously. However,
no prior research has been found that looked into doing BWA at the physical layer,
combining the modulations received through different mediums (radio frequencies
and light) into one stream of bits. This concept, termed "bandwidth aggregation at the
physical layer," (BWAPL) is the focus of chapter 5.

5.2

Assumptions and Requirements

In order to properly explain BWAPL, several assumptions must be made and
requirements must be met. Firstly, it is assumed that all other layers of the TCP/IP
stack operate as usual. No protocols are modified and no changes are made to
existing state-of-the art operations of the other four layers of the model. BWAPL
focuses exclusively on bits to signal at the transmitter and signal to bits at the receiver.
Additionally, it is assumed that for BWAPL to work, both LiFi and WiFi must be
available to the UE. This means that the position and orientation of the UE must be
one such that the PD is visible and the RF signal is strong enough. If this is not the
case, then BWA is not the right choice to transmit/receive data and the UE will be
serviced as usual either through LiFi or WiFi exclusively depending on which signal
is not available.
Prior to applying BWA, both sender and receiver must be aware that BWA is being
used so the transmitter and receiver know to emit and detect both types of signal,
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respectively. As previously mentioned in chapter 3, it is fairly easy to quickly
calculate the position and orientation of UE [11, 26, 49, 61] and whether or not
LiFi/WiFi will be available. Based on this determination, the UE’s CPU can determine
that it is in a pose where both LiFi and WiFi can be received simultaneously. When
data is requested by the UE, it will begin by sending an uplink request for BWA via
IR, which will be received by the CU. A response will be given on downlink via LiFi
confirming that the UE will be serviced by a BWA composition of signals, or on WiFi
declining the request. After the IR uplink request for BWA, the UE will be sensing for
a LiFi signal and a WiFi signal so it can receive the verdict of its request. After the
request is confirmed, the transmitter will service the request via the BWA signals and
the receiver will continue to listen over both mediums. This handshake is crucial so
the transmitter knows to encode the intended bits in two signals and the receiver
knows to decode both signals for that particular stream of packets. A simple encoding
scheme will be discussed in section 5.4 as an example to clarify this concept.
Lastly, it is critical that synchronization between LiFi/WiFi is prioritized, since the bit
stream for a particular grouping of signals depends on both signals received. There
are many ways to synchronize the two, and this will largely depend on the baud rates
of the mediums. However, for simplicity, it will be assumed that LiFi and WiFi either
have the same baud rate or the faster of the two will be slowed to match that of the
slower one, so they have the same symbol rate. Other possibilities for mismatched
baud rates will be discussed in section 5.6.

5.3

Bandwidth Aggregation at the Physical Layer

BWAPL is, to the knowledge of the author, a novel technique for increasing the
number of levels in a computer network and subsequently increasing data rates. As
mentioned in section 5.2, it requires that both LiFi and WiFi are available to the UE
and that RF/light signals are sent simultaneously. Rather than servicing requests
independently through one medium, the combination of the two signals received is
another way to increase the number of levels and offer great potential to increase data
rate.
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The process begins with the user requesting data. The CPU of the UE then determines
the device’s position and orientation using methods developed in [11, 26, 49, 61].
Based on UE configuration and the availability, the CPU will determine whether or
not WiFi and/or LiFi are available. If one of the two is not available, the device will
send its uplink request via IR or WiFi and be serviced as usual in a hybrid network
system. However, if both LiFi and WiFi are available, meaning the PD will be visible
to the LAP and a strong enough WiFi signal is available, a BWA request will be sent
via IR uplink. From this time until the UE receives communication back from the AP,
the UE will be detecting for signals over both LiFi and WiFi.
This request for BWA is received by the AP, and processed by the CU. If the CU is not
able to serve both LiFi and WiFi, then a decline message will be sent via WiFi
downlink to the device and it will be serviced as usual in a hybrid network system. If
the CU deems it is able to serve over both mediums, a confirmation message will be
sent via LiFi downlink and the UE will be serviced by both signals simultaneously.
An encoding scheme must be standardized to translate bits to signal at the transmitter
and signal to bits at the receiver. There are many options for how this can be done,
and they depend on the different levels of MM and QAM available to the network. In
section 5.4, a very simple encoding/decoding scheme will be presented to anchor this
concept.
At some point, either LiFi or WiFi will likely become unavailable and the
communications will need to revert to exclusively one or the other. Again, there are
many ways to detect this and determining the best method to do so is an area for
future research. However, two potential methods include detecting when the UE is no
longer in a position to receive both signals or cutting off the BWA format when a
certain number of signals for one medium is missed in a period of time.
In order to determine whether or not a user can be serviced through BWA to begin
with, calculations are done to determine the UE position and orientation. These
calculations can continue throughout the process of servicing the UE and if it is found
that they are in a position where LiFi or WiFi would not be available, the UE can
revert to typical hybrid network service. However, this idea is vulnerable to what is
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known as the "ping pong effect" where users bounce between two forms of networks
due to oversensitivity. As a result, it would be important to have some delay period
where a network would have to be unavailable for a certain number of steps or period
of time before reverting. This would reduce the sensitivity compared to a system that
switches immediately between the BWA LiFi/WiFi and typical hybrid network
service when a signal is not received. When hybrid networks were first developed
and the idea formed to switch between LiFi and WiFi when one loses signal, the
phenomena of the "ping pong effect" was discovered and many papers focused
exclusively on solving this problem. If the community adopts the idea of BWAPL, this
will surely be a challenging problem to solve and an important area for future
research, although past research on hybrid LiFi/WiFi network handovers would be a
good starting point. Another concern, although minor, is that it is computationally
expensive to calculate the UE position and orientation every time a signal is
received.
The other idea for detecting if BWA should revert to usual hybrid network operations
is much less complex. Instead of calculating the pose of the UE, it is simply detected
whether or not both signals were received at a particular time step. If one of the
signals is not received, then the system can revert. Again this idea is sensitive to the
"ping pong effect" and would require research into determining when the appropriate
time is to switch between BWA and exclusively LiFi or WiFi.
Both of the methods for reverting from BWA involved a decision made either at the
time of signal receipt or after it. With advances in ML, in particular RL, an interesting
area of future research is to predict in advance how UE will translate or rotate and
whether or not both light and radio signals will be able to be received.
Regardless of the method to decide whether or not to revert from BWA, at some point
this decision will be made by the UE’s CPU or the CU. If the UE’s CPU recognizes
that both LiFi and WiFi are not available, it will send a request via IR uplink to return
to purely LiFi or WiFi, specifying which one to transition to. The AP will receive this
communication and notify the CU, which will send a downlink confirmation of the
agreement via the available medium. If the CU decides that it cannot service over
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both LiFi and WiFi, it will only send over the available medium. Eventually, per the
previous few paragraphs, the UE CPU will recognize that it is not receiving one of the
necessary signals and it will then send the request to transition to pure LiFi or
WiFi.
Another significant concern of BWAPL is synchronization. LiFi and WiFi often have
different baud rates, or number of signals modulated per second. In order to combine
both signals into one bit stream, they must be synchronized in a manner that can be
standardized. For example, if the baud rate of LiFi is twice that of WiFi, an encoding
scheme could be used to decode at the rate of WiFi, but the mapping of signals to bits
would involve two LiFi signals and one WiFi signal. While the baud rate of one
medium could be slowed to match that of the other, this would not make the best use
of the maximum possible data rate, as more levels can be achieved through the receipt
of three signals (two LiFi, one WiFi) than two. If the baud rate of one signal does not
divide evenly by the baud rate of the other, the problem becomes a bit more difficult,
as 1.5 signals are received over one medium to one signal over the other, for example.
However, it is possible to develop a modulation scheme that accounts for this and it
would still be beneficial to increasing data rates. The primary concern with
synchronization is simply consistency in the baud rate of each signal independently.
If either is not perfectly consistent, they will become more and more offset over time
until signals begin to overlap with preceding or following signals and errors occur.
This issue can be solved by ensuring that LiFi and WiFi are independently
synchronized to the same clock of the CU. State-of-the-art synchronization schemes
such as Manchester Encoding or a non-return to zero (NRZ) variant are easy choices
to do so.

5.4

Simulation Setup

In order to anchor this concept with an example BWA system, it is useful to establish
a very simple simulation and state further assumptions. It is noted that all
assumptions made in section 5.2 still hold. Next, it is assumed that the WiFi network
operates under a basic 2-FSK scheme using the signal to bit translations shown in
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table 5.1.
Frequency (Hz)
500
1000

Bits
0
1

Table 5.1: WiFi 2-FSK Signal to Bits Encoding Scheme.

Additionally, it is assumed that the LiFi network utilizes a 2-IM/ASK scheme with
the mapping shown in table 5.2 where two luminous intensity values represent
different bits.
Luminous Intensity (lm) Bits
300
0
400
1
Table 5.2: LiFi 2-ASK Signal to Bits Encoding Scheme.

Furthermore, for simplicity in this simulation it is assumed that the baud rate for both
LiFi and WiFi will be identical of value 1 symbol/second, although as explained in
section 5.3 the two would likely be different and regardless of each medium’s baud
rate, an encoding scheme can still be developed using BWAPL.
With this combination of synchronized signals available from the 2-FSK WiFi and
2-IM/ASK LiFi, they can be encoded and decoded at the physical layer with
simultaneous transmissions using the scheme in table 5.3.
Luminous Intensity (lm)/Frequency (Hz)
300/500
300/1000
400/500
400/1000

Bits
00
01
10
11

Table 5.3: LiFi/WiFi BWAPL Between 2-FSK and 2-IM/ASK Signal to Bits Encoding
Scheme.
Table 5.3 shows that two bits can now be sent simultaneously rather than just one,
thus increasing the number of levels of the network as a whole, because BWA does
not require any level increase from LiFi or WiFi independently. In other words, more
bits can be sent at a time while still using the exact same frequencies and luminous
intensity signals.
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Figure 5.1 portrays a simulation of communicating the message "I love BWA" over a
combination of LiFi and WiFi using the table 5.3 encoding scheme. It shows the result
of this compared to transmitting the message purely over one network or the other
and it should be noted that the BWA message required half as many signals as the
independent networks each did in this case.

Figure 5.1: Simulation Result of Transmitting "I love BWA" over WiFi, LiFi, and BWAPL
LiFi/WiFi.
In a real commercialized system, many more steps would occur prior to transmitting
this message at other layers of the TCP/IP stack and the bit stream would be longer
due to things like hamming bits and heades/tailers. However, for simplicity and
proof-of-concept, after establishing a handshake between the transmitter and receiver,
to send the message this simulation took plaintext, used either ASCII or Base64
encoding, converted to bits, and converted the bits to signals based on the encoding
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schemes in tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 for WiFi, LiFi, and BWA LiFi/WiFi, respectively.
This transmission was received and the signals were decoded back to bits using the
inverse of the mapping of the tables, then to plaintext again as shown in the final line
of figure 5.1. The phase of the networking process occurring in each line of the output
is shown in figure 5.1 and is labeled and grouped to the right of the step. At the end of
the transmission, statistics for data rates are shown; the effectiveness of BWAPL will
be quantified and analyzed in section 5.5.

5.5

Analysis of Proposed Method

In the simulation described in section 5.4, it was calculated as shown in figure 5.1 that
twice the data rate was achievable for the transmission "I love BWA" with BWAPL
rather than exclusively over LiFi or WiFi. However, this is just one specific example
and it is crucial to generalize how effective BWAPL is compared to standard LiFi and
WiFi, as well as BWA at the transport layer as shown by [8, 55, 71].
Firstly, regarding the number of bits that can be sent per clock cycle, LiFi can send

⌊log2 (n)⌋, where n equals the number of different modulations possible in the LiFi
network using some scheme such as MM. For the example in section 5.4, n = 2.
Similarly, the number of bits that can be transmitted per cycle with WiFi is ⌊log2 (k)⌋,
where k equals the number of different modulations possible for WiFi using QAM or
some other scheme. k = 2 for the example in section 5.4 as well. It is important to note
that both of these expressions include the floor operator, which accounts for numbers
of levels that cannot be equally divided into bits, or rather, are not a multiple of
2.
BWA at the transport layer offers great improvements over exclusive LiFi or WiFi, as
the number of bits that can be sent at a time is equal to ⌊log2 (n)⌋ + ⌊log2 (k )⌋. BWA at
the transport layer essentially services multiple requests from the UE over LiFi and
WiFi simultaneously, which is why the number of bits per cycle for LiFi and WiFi
independently are summed. However, the servicing for a particular request is done
exclusively over one of the mediums, so they require separate log and floor operators.
BWAPL, on the other hand, is able to send ⌊log2 (n) + log2 (k )⌋ bits per cycle. The
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derivation for this is shown in Appendix A1.3.
It is clear that BWA at the physical or transport level offers the potential for more bits
per cycle than purely LiFi or WiFi, given that their equations include an addition of
terms. Comparing the bits per cycle for BWA at the transport and physical layer, the
equations look similar, but the scope of the floor operator is significant at some values
that are not multiples of 2. Figure 5.2 clearly shows that BWAPL offers the potential
for more bits per cycle than BWA at the transport layer for many quantities of
modulation possibilities for LiFi and WiFi.

Figure 5.2: Plot Comparing BWA at the Physical vs Transport Layers.
While the advantage purely in bits per cycle for BWAPL is marginal but present, it
also does not require any modification of the TCP to add extra bits or include
additional flags, as the only handshake necessary occurs prior to transmission. All
that is required is establishing an agreement between sender and receiver that signals
are coming via both mediums simultaneously, as well as using the proper mapping
for BWA. BWA at the transport layer, however, does not require synchronization
between LiFi and WiFi, which could require additional overhead and
complexity.
Overall, figure 5.2 illustrates the merit of BWAPL, compared to other state-of-the-art
BWA techniques in the field of hybrid networking. While the math works out to
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demonstrate its potential, other challenges will certainly arise when attempting to
construct a physical prototype. As a result, this is the logical next step for future
research, to compare the practical merit of BWAPL versus BWA at other layers of the
TCP/IP stack, as well as identify and solve other issues that may arise with
hardware.

5.6

Future Works and Ideas to Improve Data Rates

BWA for hybrid LiFi/WiFi networks remains largely unexplored. While a great deal
of research has been done into the idea of aggregating broadband cellular and WiFi,
only a few papers have been found that apply BWA to hybrid networks. In a hybrid
network configuration there will inherently be two or more networks over which data
can be transmitted and received. In many cases, both networks will be available at the
same time and it would be a missed opportunity to always let one sit idle rather than
leverage them both when possible. As proven by [8, 55, 71] and in this thesis, BWA
offers significant potential for improved data rates with few drawbacks such as
increase power requirements and complexity.
Additionally, to the knowledge of the author all previous works have focused on
BWA for hybrid networks at the transport layer. This thesis has demonstrated the
theoretical merit of BWAPL, and encourages future research to attempt to construct a
prototype to explore challenging problems that may arise with hardware. While two
possible algorithms were proposed for reverting back to purely LiFi or WiFi from
BWA when one network becomes unavailable, more research must be done in this
area to test different algorithms and these ideas must be physically tested as
well.
Furthermore, there are many phenomena in this world that can be sensed and
therefore offer potential for networks. Hybrid networks currently only involve WiFi
and LiFi and BWA has mostly been applied to WiFi/cellular and LiFi/WiFi. However,
by exploring more novel types of networks based on phenomena of the world, the
potential to discover a new form of networking that will prove to be successful is
increased. Additionally, by incorporating more networks into a BWA system, the
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number of possible modulations increases, thus increasing the number of levels and
subsequently the data rate. The number of bits per cycle would then increase to

⌊log2 (n) + log2 (k) + log2 ( p)⌋, where p is the number of possible modulations of this
new theoretical form of networking.
Naturally, many phenomena would be quite impractical to form the basis of a
network such as a smell-based computer network since the speed at which scents can
be modulated would be slow. However, [13, 22, 56] explored an acoustic-based
computer network (using FSK at frequencies outside the human range of hearing) in a
terrestrial and underwater capacity which showed some merit in theory and require
more research to quantify.
Regardless, it is crucial to continue to explore creative solutions in this new field.
Aggregating bandwidth with alternative unconventional networks such as acoustics
or smell are just a few ideas for ways that data rates can be improved. In reality, any
way the signal can be varied in a manner that the sensor is able to distinguish is a way
to potentially increase the number of levels and the data rate. Partially obstructing the
emitted light, for example, is a way that the signal could be altered. Assuming the
light is emitted with roughly a circular projection, there are an infinite number of
ways that a circular projection could be partially obstructed, thus offering significant
potential for increased number of bits per cycle. However, this idea is unlikely to be
successful, especially from greater distances because detecting partial obstructions is
unreliable and could be due to obstruction from some other object like the user’s
hand, not to mention the fact that it is unlikely a PD’s sensitivity would be high
enough to detect small obstruction modifications at all. The point being made is not
necessarily about suggesting a specific idea, but rather offering a creative idea that
could theoretically improve data rates. While LiFi has been studied for many years, it
is critical to remain open-minded and continue to consider outside-of-the-box ideas
that could prove useful in the future.
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Conclusion

With the spike in the number of smart devices per household and increased reliance
on consuming data in the modern Information Age, it is clear that more spectrum is
required for computer networks. Not only does LiFi have potential to bear this load,
but it also offers several potential improvements over traditional WiFi such as better
data rates and reduced radiation-related health hazards. As only a decade-old
technology, brilliant developments have been made to improve LiFi and solve the
challenge of path blockage to the PD. However, several problems remain to be solved
before the network becomes commercially available.
The intent of this thesis was to conduct studies into three novel concepts that would
make LiFi more feasible for the public. First, it was shown that path blockage issues
due to rotations and translations can be ameliorated through using a rotationally
invariant PD/IR emitter configuration. Additionally, the hypothesis that humans are
predictable in their indoor movements based on "hot spots" and intent was proven. A
smart handover concept was outlined including (1) how to access the data necessary
to make predictions (2) possible algorithms that successfully perform these
predictions (3) empirical proof that smart handovers improve throughput and QoS.
Lastly, BWA at the physical layer through combining signals sent from LiFi and WiFi
simultaneously was shown mathematically to offer better data rates than existing
BWA schemes at other layers of the TCP/IP stack.
While the work in this paper demonstrated the merit of these ideas, it is important to
note that each concept was described purely from a theoretical standpoint. In order to
truly prove the effectiveness of these concepts, they must be validated through
physical implementation, as hardware is often somewhat unpredictable and new
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challenges arise with real prototypes. Furthermore, it is critical that thorough research
continue in general in this field and those leading the field remain creative and
open-minded, as the practical application of LiFi has the potential to impact society in
a very positive and momentous way.
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Appendix

A1

|

Smart PD/IR Positioning System

Expanding further on using the device’s built-in gyroscope to intelligently brake, the
variables (roll, pitch, yaw, 3D position, Ω) describing the device’s exact position can
be known at each moment. Sections 3.4 and 3.5 focused on ensuring that the PD/IR
emitter were always parallel to the LiFi AP plane, which is useful for maintaining
connection to LiFi and minimizing VHOs. However, it was proven in section 3.3 that
for each combination of the variables describing a user position and orientation, an
ideal PD and IR angle exists. Using a smart PD/IR positioning system, these variables
could be used to optimize sensor visibility at every position. Rather than using the
mechanically powered three gimbal system to maintain a constant angle, three servo
motors could be used to vary the angle of the PD/IR emitter based on the known
variables that impact performance. This would increase the complexity of the system
as compared to a purely mechanical one, but would be much more optimized and
could keep the UE connected to LiFi in most cases, limited by the QoS lost during the
processing time to determine the position and orientation of the device, calculate the
optimal roll, pitch, and yaw angle for that pose, and move the servos to that
angle.
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A2

|

Absorbent Material Configuration

There are more ways to detect MM than simply a single PD mounted to the top of a
UE near the device’s camera. While most papers primarily consider this option, as
previously mentioned, some papers have explored omnidirectional receivers, and in
this thesis a novel rotationally invariant PD/IR emitter configuration was proposed.
Given that LiFi is still a relatively new field and is not yet commercially widespread, it
is crucial to remain creative about finding solutions to the unique problems it
presents. The challenge of overcoming LiFi’s inherent limitation of LOS is no
different.
It is proposed that future research looks into different light absorbing materials that
could be used in addition to focusing on better positioning the PD. To the knowledge
of the author, no previous works have explored integrating light-absorbing materials
into a UE’s casing to allow for omnidirectional reception of light. One such example
of a material is the polymer waveguide, made from SU-8 photoresist and NOA61
optical adhesive [10]. If, for example, one’s phone case had this material integrated
with it, regardless of the angle or blockage of the device by a user’s hands, some
portion of the phone case would likely be visible, thus allowing photons to be
received from theoretically any angle and position. Of course, this would not solve
the problem of lack of visibility to the IR emitter for uplink, and this problem will
require additional creativity and study. Additionally, to make a material like the
polymer waveguide useful in receiving light, it would have to be able to
communicate what it received quickly to the UE’s CPU so that data can be serviced to
the user. Some node on the casing would have to have contact with the device and
naturally two concerns would be latency and complexity. Regardless of these issues,
the overarching idea is that it is crucial for researchers in this field to remain creative
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and think outside the box. While rabbit holes are useful and hybrid networks is
widely believed to be a promising rabbit hole, it is critical to also take a step back
sometimes and think of unique solutions.
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A3

|

BWA at the Physical Layer Bits per Cycle Derivation

x = Bits per cycle
n = Number of modulations possible for LiFi
k = Number of modulations possible for WiFi
2x = n ∗ k (Note: n*k must be rounded down to nearest multiple of 2)
x ∗ log2 (2) = ⌊log2 (n ∗ k )⌋
x = ⌊log2 (n ∗ k )⌋
x = ⌊log2 (n) + log2 (k)⌋
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